
FAQ and Additional Resources (Compiled by James Pascali) 
 
James’ Background:  
 

I am completely deaf in the right ear and have significant hearing loss in my left. (Sidenote: I 
currently have an appointment with an audiologist to assess how my hearing has changed.)  I’ve had 
this hearing loss since childhood. I don’t know exactly when I was diagnosed, but my elementary 
school used to test hearing on a regular basis and turns out I was one of the lucky ones. I had a lot 
of behavioral problems, and was even put on Ritalin for a time because it was believed that I had 
ADHD. In my adulthood, I view this in a sort of different lens and think a lot of this was because of 
my deafness. Strangely, despite knowing I had deafness, school and the IEP was geared more 
toward addressing ADHD and not my deafness. The only accommodation that I can recall receiving 
for hearing was to sit in the front of the classroom. As such, I didn’t grow up around Deaf people or 
Deaf culture. Learning ASL was never an option. I think the prevailing thought was “oh he can hear 
some so he’s not Deaf.”  My hearing has fluctuated over the years and every year (especially with 
cold/flu season) I have more difficulties than other times.  While doctors have never been clear as to 
what caused my deafness, the consensus has been that my left ear will eventually end up like my 
right. The lack of ASL/Deaf integration has made it to where I rely mostly on what hearing I have and 
verbal communication. In order to get by, I mostly get by by using three coping strategies: Lip 
reading, asking people to repeat themselves, and bluffing (the act of pretending that I understood 
what was said...usually after the first 3 times asking someone to repeat themselves). As discussed in 
this episode, Covid has made “passing” more difficult and a growing experience of social/listening 
fatigue.  
 
 

How can you help Deaf/HOH people? 
 
Promote Captions:  Captioning is a huge part of accessibility and ensuring that quality captions are 
included in media content is a huge step in creating a more accessible space. Whether it’s youtube, 
social media, new outlets, recorded classroom lectures, etc., quality captions are a must.  
 
Communicate! There are some ways to do that:  
First: Don’t get frustrated and rude when asked to accomodate or repeat something being said. I’ve 
had many experiences where I’ve been yelled at rudely and impatiently for asking someone to 
repeat themselves, which is honestly why bluffing is a thing.  
 
The Big App- An Iphone app that displays typed text on your phone screen to communicate with 
Deaf/HOH people when ASL isn’t an option. It’s easy to use and provides some layer of 
communication. Also, text messaging, even pen and paper makes it easier. 
 
Learn basic ASL!  Seriously. If you’re in a service industry job or any job that requires dealing with 
people, basic ASL is an awesome way to be inclusive and accommodating. Keep in mind though 
that not all Deaf/HOH people know ASL. Therefore, revert to pen and paper.  
 
 
 



If you want to Learn ASL:  
 

The ASL APP- It’s an app that features videos to teach signs. A cool feature is you can slow down 
the video to pick up the subtle aspects of a hard sign. It’s free for basic signs, but if you want all the 
modules, it’s 8 dollars.  
 
Bill Vicars- Lifeprint.com and Youtube lessons. His lessons are anywhere from 30-36 minutes long 
and it’s usually conversations between him and his students going over vocabulary terms. It’s helpful 
and the fact that it’s a classroom setting helps because they’re signing at a learner’s pace.  
 
Gallaudet University also provides free learning modules. I haven’t used these yet, but from my 
understanding it has interactive content and modules to help aid in learning. :) 
 
 

Deaf/HOH Youtubers that discuss Deafness  
 

As someone like me who didn’t grow up around people that were Deaf/HOH, I never had other 
people relay experiences similar to mine, voice similar frustrations, or even just educate me about 
Deaf/HOH issues. Youtube has helped me with this and so I wanted to share a few Youtubers that 
can help explain Deafness, but also expand the conversation to more than just my limited 
experience and education. Some links have been provided to specific videos of theirs that I’ve 
personally found extremely helpful and hopefully you’ll find them helpful also. :) 
 
 
Sign Duo- an ASL signing couple featuring Ryan who is Deaf and his Hearing Girlfriend Ellen. Their 
videos are mainly Vlog style where they discuss their day to day lives. They had a video go viral 
recently where they show difficulties that Deaf/HOH people face for basic accommodations like 
going through the drive through at a fast food place.  
 
Deaf Man vs. Drive Thru: They Threw Away My Food!: https://youtu.be/_gXbWtGAcS8 
 
Does My Deaf Boyfriend Hear His Body Noises?: https://youtu.be/9uznJ0emLLc 
 
 
Jessica Flores- Is a Mainstreamed Deaf youtuber who has a series of “challenge” videos for hearing 
people where she tries to get Hearing people understand difficulties regarding the lack of access that 
Deaf/HOH people face in everyday society. She also has videos discussing her learning ASL later in 
life and just Deafness in general.  
 

● Challenge #1: The Repeating Challenge: https://youtu.be/DIewAH0wXWs 
 

● Being Mainstreamed As A Deaf Child ft. Jessica Flores (American Sign Language Vlog): 
https://youtu.be/sG0fw345r74 
 

● 5 Things You Can Do For Those New To Having A Hearing Loss: 
https://youtu.be/dyncquMCGyE 
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Rikki Poynter- Another mainstreamed Deaf youtuber that discussed issues of accessibility. She 
learned ASL late in life. She’s known for the movement on Youtube called “no more craptions” which 
is meant to show the issues with auto generated captions and the need for community contributed 
captions. She also has a lot of videos such as her Deaf Poynters series that she answers questions 
about Deafness and navigating the hearing world.  
 
#NoMoreCraptions: How To Properly Captions Your Videos: https://youtu.be/-O4YcVQt5NM 
 
How To Say No To "Hearing" Games At School? | Deaf Poynters| Episode #1 
https://youtu.be/_L1RBl0MUSM 
 
What's It Like Being Deaf In College? (American Sign Language Vlog) (Mostly): 
https://youtu.be/gmuhZYTRGXY 
 
 
 
Jessica Kellgren-Fozard- She is awesome! She has a lot of informative videos where she discusses 
things from social/listening fatigue, hearing aids, Lip reading, clear windowed masks, etc. She really 
goes into detail and elaborates on issues of accessibility and how Hearing people can be helpful.  
 

● Deaf vs Hard of Hearing - What's the Difference?: https://youtu.be/aHHF27d3JAs 
 

● 13 Things My Hearing Friends Should Know // International Week of the Deaf: 
https://youtu.be/xQFuL2KYRdc 
 

● I'm too tired to listen to you: https://youtu.be/dyPNC1qRZFc 
 
 
Of course one of the most famous Deaf Youtubers- Nyle Demarco has a series titled “signing with 
Nyle” where he teaches basic sign language to people. He’s even featured in the ASL App 
mentioned above. 
 
TOP 10 Basic ASL Signs For Beginners | Learn American Sign Language | Nyle DiMarco: 
https://youtu.be/toIztzxGY9c 
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